Instructions for Use of Secondary Observation Forms

The classroom observation form is to be used only for informal observation of student teachers. Formal midterm and final evaluations must be completed online, with details appearing below.
CSUN Classroom Observation Form

Student Teacher: _____________________ Date/Time: _________
Duration of observation: _____ minutes
Subject Area: _______________ Grade Level: ________
Observer (Check one): ___ Master Teacher: ___ University Supervisor

Please script the lesson you are observing to detail what the lesson was, and how the lesson was taught.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Please identify teacher candidate’s areas of strength and areas of growth, as evidenced in this lesson’s observation.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
The Michael D. Eisner College of Education has changed to an online system for fieldwork evaluation in all of our credential programs (e.g. student teachers, administrators, counselors). The online evaluation forms have the same content as the forms you have used for the past several years. Having them online will make it much easier to keep track of our candidates' progress and analyze our programs as required for accreditation and decision making. Secondary online evaluation forms can be found at http://www.csun.edu/education/sed/student_teaching/forms/index.html.

Passwords for master teachers and university supervisors can be obtained by calling the Dept. of Secondary Education at (818) 677-2580.